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Abstract- This paper analyzes the aftermarket service industry in the context of international trade. It builds a two-country 
international duopoly model to discuss the impacts of liberalization in service sector. Initially the service industry of home 
country is blockaded from foreign firms. After trade liberalization in service, the foreign manufacturer is able to take foreign 
direct investment (FDI) to offer services for its customers. Under the setting, I investigate the market outcome before and 
after the liberalization. The study finds that, liberalization in service market would probably lead to a lower quality in 
durable imports. It implies liberalization in service FDI may not necessarily benefit the consumers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Trade liberalization has been a main stream issue in 
decades in the international world. While in trade 
negotiations, they are usually divided into two 
categories: physical product trade and service trade. 
Most of the cases are liberalization in physical 
product trade first, and liberalization in service trade 
later. One of the reasons postponing service trade, is 
that there exist lots of differences between their 
influences. Comparing to physical trade, what 
involved in service industry is more complicated. 
Although there is a specific chapter related to the 
trade of service in the new rule of international trade 
organized by WTO. In trade literature, most of them 
focus on the real product trade and explore 
comprehensive related issues. They seldom pay 
attention on the aftermarket service industry. 
  Melitz (2003), for example, pointed out that an 
exporting firm must have its’ own distribution 
channels in the foreign country. Furthermore, there 
are many products need mechanics to settle down 
after buying them. For the durable goods, repair or 
replacing some items in the future is unavoidable. 
These examples demonstrate that a deal can not be 
only one shot. Sometimes the performances in service 
market could affect consumers’ purchasing decision 
in goods market. The post-production service market 
is as important as the goods market. 
To my best knowledge, Ishikawa et al. (2010), (2016) 
are the first two theoretical papers analyzed the 
connection between liberalization in physical trade 
and liberalization in service trade. They pointed out 
that trade liberalization in goods may hurt domestic 
consumer, and the negative effects are turned into 
positive if service FDI is also liberalized. There are 
also several studies that investigate the connection 
between service industry and trade. For example, 
Djaji’c and Kierzkowski (1989), Markusen (1989), 
Francois (1990), Markusen, Rutherford, and Tarr 
(2005), Wong, Wu and Zhang (2006), and Francois 
and Wooton (2010), among others. 

The objective of this paper is to analyze the service 
industry in the context of international trade. This 
paper builds a two-country international duopoly 
model to discuss the impacts of liberalization in 
service sector. Initially the service industry of home 
country is blockaded from foreign firms. There is one 
domestic monopoly offers the services. After trade 
liberalization in service, the foreign manufacturer is 
able to build its own facilities at home country to 
perform serves for its customers. Under the setting, I 
investigate the market outcome before and after the 
liberalization, and found market opening does not 
necessarily benefit consumers. This paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic 
model. Section 3 considers the repair aftermarket 
services. Finally, section 4 provides concluding 
remarks. 
 
II. INTERNATIONAL DUOPOLY MODEL 
 
This paper sets up an international duopoly model to 
explore the issue. Assume a two-country , foreign 
country (F) , home country (H), and two- firm ( f；h) 
economy.   One firm is located in each country only. 
Firm f is a durable good manufacturer exporting to 
country H. The demand function for the durable good 
of home market is XaP  ，where X  is the 
quantity purchased by the consumers at country H. 
After producing at factory, goods can’t go to 
consumers’ hands without packing , distribution. 
These services are indispensable for selling but do not 
affect demand of goods. We assume one unit of post-
production services is needed to impose on one unit 
of goods to be consumed. While making purchase 
decision at goods market, a consumer would take the 
future service expenditure into account. Therefore, 
the total cost in demand function should include both 
goods price, dp  and service price, sp . That is 

)( sd ppaX  . 
Initially, the service market in home country is 
blockaded from foreign firms. The services are 
offered by a domestic monopoly firm h. To exploring 
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the impacts of liberalization in service trade, I discuss 
the closed economy in service industry first and then 
the open market case. 
  
2.1. Before Liberalization in Service Market 
Only after the purchasing at good market, the demand 
for services emerges. To get a sub-game perfect 
equilibrium, we solve the problem backwards. Since 
one unit goods needs one unit service, the demand 
curve facing by firm h would be the same as that at 
goods market. The profit function of firm h is 

          ))(( sdsh ppamp  .                
Where 0m  is the constant marginal cost for firm h 
offering services. Taking dp as given, from profit 
maximization we get  

     
2

d
s

pmap 
                       (1) 

Let’s back to the goods market. Firm f picks a dp  to 
maximize his profits, d , 
    ))()(( dsddd pppatcp            (2) 
The manufacturer f has CRS technology with 
constant marginal cost c. A specific tariff, t, is 
imposed on imports. 

Substituting (1) into (2), the profit maximization 
pricing would be 

                
2

tcmapd


                          (3.1) 

Thus the price of service and the following total 
consumer price and quantity are  

              
4

3 tcmaps


                        (3.2) 

4
3 tcmappP sd




 
             (3.3) 

                
4

tcmaX 
 .                           (3.4) 

 
2.2. FDI in Service Market 
Once the domestic service market opens, firm f is 
able to perform its service directly in country H. 
Assume firm f builds its own facility in country H, 
through foreign direct investment (FDI). There will 
be two firms offering services in home country. They 
compete as Cournot type. Let the qualities of service 
offered by the two firms are the same. However their 
efficiencies are hetero. Parameter k  measures the 
difference of the efficiency. Firm f’s marginal cost of 
service is kmmc f  , mk 0 . It means firm f 
is more efficient than firm h. Let’s solve the service 
market first. 

The operating profit functions of the two firms 
under FDI context are, 

  ffhs
o
f xkmxxp  )](),([                    

hfhs
o
h xmxxp  ]),([                         

where  fx  ( hx ) is the service amount of firm-f (firm-
h). The superscript  “o”  noted as the open market 
case. Each firm maximizes its profit with respect to 
its quantity given the product price, dp , set by firm f 
in the previous stage. The solution of market 
competition in home country is,     

3
kmpax do

h


    

3
2kmpax do

f


  ,              

3
2 kmpap do

s


  

Now we turn to the first stage (goods market). 
Total profits of firm f,   , are the sum of profits 
from durable goods, o

d , and profits from the 

aftermarket service, o
f . 

2)()( o
fd

o
f

o
dp

xXtcpMax
d

   

The optimal solutions are  

10
)(6)(4 ktcmapo

d



 
                      (4.1) 

10
3)4(2 kmtcapo

s


                           (4.2) 

5
)(2)( ktcmappaX sd

o 
     (4.3) 

Comparing the market outcomes of equations (3) and 
(4) we find, 

0
10
3

20





ktcmapp o
ss  

The service price in the open market would definitely 
be lower than that in the closed economy due to 
market competition. The decreasing in aftermarket 
service price usually brings out a demand extension 
in goods market, leading to a higher price. However, 
this is not the case. 

Comparing the goods price at open market with 
that at closed market I find that,  

         
0

10





ktcmapp o
dd

. 
Surprisingly the product price is higher at closed 
economy than in open economy. The result is 
contradict to the common knowledge. In general, 
increasing competitiveness in the downstream market 
would extend market quantity and lead to a higher 
price of upstream product.   

After liberalization in service trade, the foreign 
manufacturer builds its own service facility in 
country H. Due to the competition, the price of 
service at home country necessarily falls down. 
Unexpectedly, the price of imported durable goods 
also goes down. The main logic behind this result 
can be explained as follows. The goods market and 
the service market is a successive monopoly 
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structure at closed economy. Prices are relatively 
high at a market less competition. After 
liberalization in service trade, the foreign firm f has 
access to serve its customers directly and make 
another profit. The scale of service market is 
determined by the sales at goods market. Taking the 
profits of service into account, a durable good 
manufacturer, firm f, has an incentive to pick a 
lower price at the goods market. We have the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 1.  The price of durable goods at home 
country is falling down after liberalization in 
aftermarket service FDI. 
 
III. REPAIR SERVICES 
 
We refer the aftermarket service to repair services in 
this section. Assume there is a fraction of durable 
good broken at period 2. The fraction r , 10  r , is 
closely related to the product quality chosen by the 
firm f.  A consumer who buys the durable good 
would expect the product needs to repair in the future 
with probability r. Therefore, the expected cost to 
own the durable good is sd rpp  . The demand for 
the durable good would be )( sd rppaX   .  
 
3.1. Before Liberalization  
Before the liberalization in service market, only firm 
h offers repair service at country H. His profit 
function is written as, 

      rXmpsh  )(              
From profit maximization, we get  

         
22
m

r
pap d

s 


                             (5) 

Examining (5) we find that the service price is a 
negative function of the broken rate r. It means larger 
the probability of broken, lower the repair price. It 
seems contradict to the intuition. In general, market 
extending always results in a higher price. Larger r 
means larger demand for repair service. However, the 
price of service doesn’t rise up but fall down.  
Let us move to the first stage. Firm f’s maximization 
problem is 

)(),()(
,

rfrpXtcpMax dddrpd

              

Where )(rf  is the cost function of quality with 
0)(' rf , 0)(" rf . The first order conditions are 

     0
2

2






 tcmrpa
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d

d

d              (6) 
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r
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Solving (6) (7) simultaneously we have 

             
4

)()(' * tcmramrf 




         (8) 

The optimal quality level, r , should satisfy equation 
(8). 
 
3.2. FDI in Repair Market 
There are two firms (f ； h) competing at home 
country after liberalization in service FDI. The profit 
functions of the two firms are, 

  ffhs
r
f xkmxxp  )](),([                    

hfhs
r
h xmxxp  ]),([                         

Where rXxx hf  . The superscript  “r”  noted as 
the repair service market liberalized case. The 
competitive outcomes are 

3
)( 22 krmrrpax dr

h
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At the first stage, firm f’s maximization problem 
is written as  

)(),(),()(
,

rfrprpXtcpMax d
r
fdd

r
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The first order conditions are      
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                                                                (10) 
The optimal solutions are derived from equations (9) 
and (10). In order to get more insights, I consider 
several specific cases below.  
(I). 0k  

If foreign firm does not have any efficiency 
advantage, i.e. 0k , how the market performance 
will be. After replacing 0k  into the first order 
conditions (9) and (10), I evaluate (10) at the optimal 
solution of close economy and get 

)
6
4

3
2

4
1)((| *

r
rtcmram

r rr

r









      (11) 

The first bracket in (11) is positive. Otherwise, 
that is market closure. Since 10  r  , the sign of 
the second bracket in (11) is negative. Thus, 

0| * rr
r r  . It implies that **

closeFDI rr  .  
Larger r refers to higher probability to repair. It 
means the durable goods manufacturer would 
choose a higher quality if he can take service FDI at 
home country. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.  Liberalization in services industry 
leads to a higher quality in durable imports. 
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(II). mk   
If foreign firm has absolute efficiency advantage, 

mk   , what would happen. After replacing mk   
into the first order conditions (9) and (10), I evaluate 
(10) at the optimal solution of close economy and get 

0)
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1
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213()
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(12) 
Since 10  r  , the first and second terms in (12) 
are both positive. That results in  positive sign of 
(12). It implies that **

closeFDI rr  . If the durable goods 
manufacturer has efficiency advantage in service 
market, he would select a larger r (lower quality) in 
production stage after he walks into the service 
market. Liberalization in services industry does not 
necessarily benefit consumers for leading to a lower 
quality in durable imports. We have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 3.  If foreign firm has absolute efficiency 
advantage, liberalization in services industry leads to 
a lower quality in durable imports. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper builds a two-country international duopoly 
model to discuss the impacts of liberalization in 
service trade. We assume that a foreign durable good 
manufacturer would take foreign direct investment 
(FDI) in home country after the service market is 
liberalized. The service price at home country 
definitely decrease after the liberalization due to the 

competition. If the foreign firm does not have any 
competitiveness, liberalization would encourage the 
manufacturer produces a higher quality product. 
However, if the foreign firm has absolute efficiency 
advantage, liberalization in service market would lead 
to a lower quality in durable imports.  This implies 
that liberalization in service FDI may not surely 
benefit the consumers.  
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